
ELECTRONIC MEDIA ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES

Advantages 1. It educates people. Through television and radio programs, people get to learn about health matters,
environmental.

If education is being revolutionize then the authorities would surely charge good amount of fees which will
restrict a poor man to give his children this modern education as a result poor or middle class children are
deprived of this way of education. It is prevailing profound effects on advertisement, education, information,
politics and other social activities. It is no secret that electronic media has improved global communication.
Nothing in this world is ideal or perfect therefore when this bestowment of science has provided us with its
advantages it surely has several disadvantages in it as well. The darts used with electronic dart boards have
plastic tips. We are living in the era of electronic media. TV, computers, etc are giving rise to eye-sight and
obesity problems. This is a great feature to have if you ever get tired of playing traditional darts and want
something new to play. Advantages: Many areas people get educated through the media were they get to learn
many things form media about the politics, outside environment, etc. One of the final advantages of electronic
dart boards is that they usually come with many different games built into them. Media like television is a
good source for the people to get updated through the electronic media. Do you want to join the billions who
use electronic media? Electronic media has granted us with television, radio, computers, laptops, palmtops,
mobiles and many more facilitating types of equipment. Electronic media is prone to pending message
delivery at times. Learning through internet is also quite helpful you can play the video or read the page again
till you are able catch it. It is none other than this electronic media that has made our life far more comfortable
and luxurious. You can easily take traditional bristle boards anywhere as long as you have a place to mount it.
Electronic media is a perfect media of communication since these media allows the exchange of ideas
instantly. Also through this electronic media you can get to see many cultural events going in world. If we
look around us what is there that is impossible to? Some countries extra depend on other developed nations for
the network. They are various types of this media. Advantages of Electronic Media Electronic media is fast. It
is none other than this electronic media that has made our life far more comfortable and luxurious. Some
electronic media may misinform the public. Furthermore, It gives extensive options In selecting the desired
product. The public should take high-class caution when using it to prevent more harm than good. We can take
some protective measures to be safe Just in case but if we are being careless in way we use electronic media
then that would be biased to say that this media has many harmful effect in its usage. Obviously this
enhancement in technology would have its banes and boons as well. Electronic dart boards are not as portable.
But for all what it can harm then that truly depends upon our usage to this bounty of science. One of the final
disadvantages of electronic dart boards is their cost. You are bored then you have a great variety to provide u a
source of entertainment one can play on laptops, computers, etc or watch TV or can use social network.
Greater opportunities you get through this media sitting at your place, this is an advantage of media. It can be
a pain to keep score manually while you're playing a game. It is said who will win the media war will be most
successful. Traditional bristle boards usually require darts steel tip darts. By Maureen Muriuki. The
international politics are greatly influenced by the electronic media. Another advantage of electronic dart
boards is safety. Electronic media has entirely changed the mode of advertisement. Many people tend to
confuse this media with static media which is created electronically but eliminates electronics when it comes
to accessing the content. They are environmentally friendly since these media are paperless.


